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SUBJECT: Resolution (Koretz, Martinez - O’Farrell) to SUPPORT legislation to remove ratification deadline of the
Equal Rights Amendment.
CLA RECOMMENDATION: Adopt Resolution (Koretz, Martinez - O’Farrell) to include in the City’s 2019-2020
Federal Legislative Program, SUPPORT for legislation to remove the ratification deadline of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
SUMMARY
The Resolution (Koretz, Martinez
O’Farrell), introduced February 21, 2020, advises that the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) is a proposed amendment to the United States Constitution which would guarantee that the
rights affirmed by the U.S. Constitution are held equally by all American citizens without regard to their sex.
First introduced in Congress in 1923, the ERA would end the legal distinction between men and women in matters
including divorce, property, and employment. In 1972 the ERA was approved by the United States Senate and the
House of Representatives by the required two-thirds majority. Congress had originally established a deadline of
March 22, 1979 for ratification by state legislatures. By 1978, the ERA had not been ratified by two-thirds of the
states, and a resolution to extend the ratification deadline until 1982 was passed by Congress and signed by
President Carter.
The Resolution further advises that only 35 of the necessary 38 states had ratified the amendment following the
expiration of the extended deadline, therefore the ERA has not been included as an amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. In January 2020, Virginia became the 38th State to ratify the ERA and on February 13, 2020, the US
House of Representatives voted on a resolution to retroactively remove the deadline that required states to ratify the
ERA by 1982. A similar measure has also been introduced in the Senate.
The Resolution recommends that the City support legislation to remove the ratification deadline of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
BACKGROUND
The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United States which
would provide that “equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
state on account of sex.” In order to be added to the Constitution, the amendment would need to be adopted by
Congress and be ratified by three-fourths of State legislatures, or 38 out of the 50 states. The ERA was approved by
the United States Congress in 1972. Following its adoption by Congress, 30 states ratified the amendment within a
year.
The effort to ratify the amendment in the 1970s stalled following an opposition campaign that linked the ERA to the
degeneration of traditional gender roles. In the period between 1972 and 1982, five states including Idaho,
Kentucky, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Tennessee had revoked their ratification of the amendment. Although it is
unclear if the withdraw of ratifications is allowed by the Constitution, precedent was established by the 14th
Amendment, which was added to the Constitution counting ratifications that had been withdrawn by state
legislatures.

The language of the ERA included a 1979 deadline for ratification by states, despite the lack of a constitutionally
mandated ratification deadline. Within the original timeline set by the amendment, 35 of the 38 states needed ratified
the amendment. Congress subsequently extended the deadline in 1979 to 1982. There were no additional
ratifications upon extension or until the deadline. No additional deadline extensions have been approved by
Congress. In 2017 Nevada became the 36th state to ratify the ERA, followed by Illinois in 2018. More recently on
January 20, 2020, the Virginia Legislature ratified the amendment, becoming the 38th state to do so and fulfilling
the 38 state requirement for inclusion to the Constitution. The 38 state count includes those states which withdrew
their ratifications of the ERA.
Currently pending in the United States Senate is H.J. Res. 79 (Speier) which would remove the deadline for
ratification of the ERA. Bills to extend the deadline of the ERA have been repeatedly introduced since the expiration
of the extended deadline in 1982. Current gender discrimination law is governed under the interpretation of the 14th
amendment as including gender discrimination protection. Without the ERA, gender discrimination protections are
provided by legislation and executive directives which are prone to change or expiration. Ratification of the ERA
would help preserve existing gender protections and would also provide a constitutional basis for federal civil suits
under the Violence Against Women Act. In February 2020, following ratification of the ERA by Virginia, the
Attorney Generals of Nevada, Virginia, and Illinois filed a lawsuit with the U.S. District Court to compel
recognition of the ratification of the amendment.
Support for legislation which would remove the ratification deadline of the Equal Rights Amendment would be
consistent with past efforts to provide for equal representation before the law regardless of sex and protect womens’
rights.
DEPARTMENTS NOTIFIED
None
BILL STATUS
H.J. Res. 79
11/08/19
11/08/19
11/09/19
11/12/19
01/16/20
02/13/20
02/13/20
02/13/20

Introduced
Referred to Committee on Judiciary.
Referred to Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties
Discharged by Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties
Reported and Amended by Committee on Judiciary
Debated for one hour by the House
Passed by the House (232 - 183)
Received by Senate and read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary
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Resolution (Koretz - Martinez - O’Farrell)

resolution ELECTIONS {INTERGOVERNMENTAL MOSS
WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, rules, regulations
or policies proposed to or pending before a local, state or federal governmental body or agency must have first
been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with the concurrence of the Mayor; and
WHEREAS, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is a proposed amendment to the United States
Constitution which would guarantee that the rights affirmed by the U.S Constitution are held equally by all
American citizens without regard to their sex; and
WHEREAS, first introduced in Congress in 1923, the ERA seeks to end the legal distinctions between
men and women in matters of divorce, property, employment, and other matters; and
WHEREAS, on March 22,1972, the ERA finally passed the Senate and the House of Representatives by
the required two-thirds majority and was sent to the states for ratification; and
WHEREAS, Congress had originally set a ratification deadline of March 22, 1979, for state legislature to
consider the ERA; and
WHEREAS, by 1978 the ERA had not received ratification by two-third of the states and a resolution to
extend the ratification deadline to 1982 was passed by Congress and signed by President Carter; and
WHEREAS, when this deadline expired, only 35 of the necessary 38 states had ratified the amendment;
and the ERA is therefore not yet a part of the U.S. Constitution; and
WHEREAS, in January 2020, Virginia became the 38th state to ratify the ERA; and
WHEREAS, on February 13,2020, the U.S House of Representatives voted on a resolution to retroactively
remove the deadline that required states to ratify the ERA by 1982, and as of today a similar measure has been
introduced in the Senate;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the adoption of
this Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2019-2020 Federal Legislative Program SUPPORT
for legislation to remove the ratification deadline of the Equal Rights Amendment.
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PRESENTED BY:
PAUL KORETZ
Councilmember, 5th District
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NURY MARTINEZ
Councilmember, 6th DistritOc
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